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Abstract
This report describes the methods used to construct a lazge database of accurately measured
Golden Ten orbits. The contents of [his database are fully set out, and from every orbit two
illustrative graphs are created. The graphs enable the reader to check the orbits at a glance.
The concerning data will later be used as a basis for further reseazch. By fitting physical
and stochastical models to empirical data, we will hopefully get a better understanding of
the nature of the effects that dctermine the outcome of the Golden Ten game.
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iii1 General introduction
Figure la. Top-view of the Golden Ten drum.
Golden Ten is a modified version of Roulette. The game is played with a small ball moving
in a relatively large bowl, at the bottom of which there is a ring with numbered
compartments (see Fig. la). The players can not effect the motion of the ball; all they can
do is stake money on one or more possible outcomes. The main differences with roulette
are that the large bowl is in fact a smooth, conic drum (see Fig. lb), in which the ball is
smoothly spiralling down, and - secondly - that the players do not have to stake before the
ball has reached a certain leveL It is claimed that the possibility to observe part of the ball's
orbit enables an experienced player to make a better than random guess on the outcome,
thus ímplying that Golden Ten is a game of skill, rather than a game of chance.
From previous research by van der Genugten and Borm (1991) we know that the motion
of the ball in the drum is certainly not deterministic, as would have been the case if the
factors that determine this motion were fixed and not subject to small fluctuations and
(probably) random perturbations: different experiments often show remarkable
1Figure lb. Side-view of the Golden Ten drum (cross-section).
dissimilarities. The only way to gather more information about the nature of these
fluctuations and perturbations is to conduct a large number of experiments, and simply
measure the orbits of the balL A large number of accurately measured orbits allows for a
thorough comparison of classical mechanical models on the one hand, and extensions of
these models with random components on the other. In the end, we hope to acquire an
appropriate model for describing and predicting the motion of the ball in the drum.
The data from the above-mentioned previous research in 1991 would have been a perfect
basis for further research. However, the database turned out to be very difficult of access,
and the concerning data appeared not to meet our requirements of accuracy. For these
reasons, we decided to conduct an extra thousand experiments - in june 1993 - at the
Laboratory of Mcchanical Engineering at Eindhoven University of Technology. The
measurements were later processed at the division of Fluid Dynamics 8c Heat Transfer,
Department of Technical Physics. The final elaboration of the data took place at the
Department of Econometrics at Tilburg University. This last activity turned out te be much
more laborious than foreseen, and could not be completed until april 1994.
2This report describes the way in which the experiments were set up and conducted, and it
summarizes the experimental results. The results will later be used as a basis for further
research.
I hereby wish to thank the people who helped me in my hunt for the data. First of all, I
would like to thank Gert-Jan van Heijst and Gert van der Plas, who leased me their
computer system to digitize the recorded experiments. I am also much obliged to Gerrit
Peters for introducing me to the lab, to Leo Wouters and Theo van Duppen for letting me
use their video equipment, and to Sjef Garenfeld for helping me to build a construction to
fix the camera. Furthermore I owe special thanks to Rens van Mierlo for designing an
ingenious illumination setup, and to Christel Nooijen for constructing the studio booth.
32 Problem detinition
According to classical mechanical theory, the motion of the ball is completely determined
by the forces that act on it. The forces in their turn depend on the physical chazacteristics
of the ball itself, those of the drum and of the environment in which the game is played.
These characteristics can be divided into two categories: those that can be measured
directly, and those that have to be measured indirectly, i.e. derived by means of a
mechanical model. The environmental conditions can even be harder to determine,
especially factors like "presence of dust particles on the drum surface", or "greasy
fingerprints on the ball".
The dimensions of thc drum can be measured by means of some suitable instrument; this
also applies to the radius and the mass of the ball. The air temperature - one of the
environmental conditions that may have its influence on the experiments - can also be
measured directly. Other environmental factors can only be measured by fitting an
appropriate theoretical model to experimentally acquired data; some of the secondary
characteristics - like "strange sounds" and "heavy traffic passing by" - may however
sometimes be noticed by mere observation.
The main goal of our expcrimcntal setup was to collect a lazge number of accurately
measured ball orbits, together with as much additional environmental information as
possible. Each orbit should consist of a long time series of (two dimensional) ball
coordinates. A large database of orbits is the only guarantee for an accountable, statistically
based comparison of theoretical models wi[h empirical data.
53 The experimental setup
First of all we had to be sure that
a perfect horizontal
waited for a couple
means of a straight
m. The dimensions
during the experiments, the drum was permanently in
position. To achievc this, we installed the drum on a solid tripod and
of days for the drum to settle. After that, the position was adjusted by
metal bar and a levelling instrumen[ with an accuracy of 0.05 mm per
of the drum were measured with a marking gauge, moving over the
before mentioned straight metal bar, and a spring rule. The mazking gauge was also used
to measure the diameter of the ball, and the weight was measured with a scale.
As a tracking system for th~ ball we used a computer system for digital image analysis.
Because this type of systems requires a sharp contrast between the object to track and its
background, a major problcm was raised here: the colour of the ball is whitish and the
surface of the drwn is bright unpolished steel! This problem was tackled by designing a
special illumination setup: in a large black flannel tent a ring of light bulbs was placed just
outside and above the rim of the drum. The shadow of the rim prevented the surface to
reflect any light, and only the top half of the ball was illuminated. A cardboard cylinder in
the centre of the drum granted an even distribution of light, whereas adhesive black felt
prevented the rim to reflect. The tops of the light bulbs were covered with black cardboard,
so that the bulbs would not come into vision when the total configuration was looked upon
from above. At four points along the rim of the drum we attached a small light bulb; these
four lights served as marker points for the computer system.
Perpendicular above the centre of the drum we fixed a Panasonic F10 CCD-camera to
register the orbits. The camera images were recorded on Super VHS tape (of type
PDM-625) by using the available Panasonic AG-6200 video tape recorder. The recorded
image was checked on-line with "l~[M so(tware, version 3.36, running on a 386 personal
computer with 3 MB of cxtended memory and a PCVISIONpIus frame grabber expansion
board. This computer system did not allow for real-time image analysis, it merely
functioned as a means to check for possible changes in illumination or camera position. The
experiments could later be identified trough the numbered notes that were placed in the
7lower right corncr of the image.
After the recordings, the images were digitized and analysed with DigImage software
version 1.2, running on a 486 personal computer with a DT-2861 frame grabber expansion
board and 8 MB ofextended memory, connected to a Panasonic AG-7350 super VHS video
tape recorder. Although DigImage was especially designed for image processing of fluid
dynamics, we found that it was also capable - with a suitable adjustment of the system
parameters - to trace one or more white balls in a dazk environment. Afrer being processed
by DigImage, the data were further transformed and modified with SAS sofrwaze version
6.04. SAS is a statistical package with a considerable amount of data management tools;












Figure 2a. First layout of single ball positions.
In spite of our meticulous preparations, we did anticipate some deformation and vaziation
in our recorded images. For this reason we designed two (slightly different) layouts of
single ball positions. These positions were measured directly by means of a straight wooden
ruler, as well as indirectly by the computer system. One layout was laid down and recorded
before the experimcnts were carried out, the other afterwards. By recording two series, we
8Figure 2b. Second layout of aingle ball positions.
acquired a means to chcck for changes in the environmental conditions during the
experiments. The resulting pairs of ineasurements for both layouts were meant to serve as
a mapping function from the recorded images to real-world coordinates. The layouts are
plotted in Figs. 2a and 2b.
In order to be able to climinatc possible sccundary effects - like cleaning effects and effects
of different balls or different video tapes - we devided our experiments into thirty runs of
(approxima[e) size thirty-five. The video tapes were changed after every two runs, and the
ball was changed after every set of six runs. At the beginning of each run, the drum as well
as the ball were cleaned with alcohol. The ball was regularly cleaned with a dry paper
towel, and was only touched with special, clean gloves. For every experiment we recorded
(on paper) the temperature of the air at the beginning of the experiment, the outcome of the
experiment, any audible or visible irregularities, possible variations in the launching of the
ball, and irregularitics during the fall into thc numbered compartments.
94 The theory of central projection
The recordings consist of a large number of images of a ball moving in a three dimensional
object space, which is bounded by the drum. Every image is a perspective tranformation
of this object space: it is the result of a projection through a system of lenses on the image
plane of the camera. This tranformation can be found by applying the theory of central
projection, which is usually condensed into the collinearity principle: every point in the
object space can be connected to exactly one point in the image space by means of a
straight line through the centre of projection (see Schwidefsky and Ackermann, 1976).
Figure 3. Coordinate systems.
To determine the coordinates in the object
space, we use a Cartesian coordinate
system {OxvZ} (see Fig. 1). For the
coordinates in the image space, we use a
similar system {oXyz}, where o is the centre
of projection, lying just below the image
plane (see Fig. 3). The x- and the y-axis
are fixed by DigImage, but for the X- and
the Y-axis we still have full freedom of
choice. By choosing these axis as in Fig. 1,
we let X, Y and Z respectively point in
(almost) the same direction as x, y and z.
In an ideal setup - where the illumination is perfectly uniform, and {oxn} is a translation
of {OxY~} - we have the simple set of relations
(1)
11where (X,,,Y,,,"L„) arc the coordinatcs of the centre of projection o in the system {OX,.~}, and
c is the distance from o to the image plane. The constant c is usually called the camera
constant. In a more general setup - where the illumination is still uniform, but the {oxYZ}






where {a;~} is the matrix of successive rotations over w, cp and x azound the x-axis, and the
rotated y- and z-axis, respectively:
{ai~} -
cos~pcosK coswsinKtsinwsin~pcosK sinwsinK-coswsin~pcosK (3)
-cos~psinK coswcosK-sinwsin~psinK sinwcosKtcoswsin~psinK .
sinrp -sinwcos~p coswcos~p
Scaling factors automatically cancel out, provided that the camera constant is measured in
the same units as the distances in the image plane itself.
A non-uniform distribution of light can seriously deform the camera image. This is also true
- to a lesser extent - for uncertain factors like fluctuations in the power supply, weak spots
in the magnetic video tape, warming-up effects in the computer hazdwaze, eta Without
further knowledge of the nature of these effects, it is impossible to find an exact relation
between the image and the real world. The most obvious way to proceed is to allow for
more variation in the pazameters in (2). For estimation of the desired mapping function, we




Z-ZO - b31X }~32Y}b33
(4)
The only constrained parameter in (4) is b,,: we will use it as a scaling factor for the rest
of the parameters.
13S Mastering Diglmage
DigImage is an image processing system that consists of several modules, one of which is
especially designed for particle tracking. 7'his last module enables the user to trace up to
4095 white particles in a dark background, and to track them for an arbitrary long period
of time. The user can change a number of system parameters to adjust the tracking program
to different experimental setups. Attachment A con[ains a listing of the settings we used.
Only the first three parameters (file name, experiment name, and total tracking time) were
varying from experiment to expcrimcnt, thc other parameters were fixed.
Because of possible synchronisation errors - which are due to the technical limitations of
both the video tape recorder and the frame grabber board - DigImage will only process
video tapes that contain spccial audio pulses. These pulses can be added to the tape after
the images have been recorded. Optimally recorded audio pulses - requiring a tape of a
better than average quality - guazantee a 1000~o reliable timing (Dalziel, 1992).
After an imagc has bcen capturcd, Dig[magc searches the image for the (user defined)
permanent reference points. In our setup these points were the four small light bulbs on the
outside of the drum. After the reference points have been identified, the captured image is
shifted over an integer number of positions, in order to match the user defined points as
good as possible. If the differences fall within certain limits, the image is kept and further
analyzed; otherwise the image is dropped and recaptured. All this implies that the difference
between the analyzed image and the real-world situation is small, but still subject to certain
perturbations. This is espccially truc in our situation, since the small light bulbs appeazed
not to be fastened tightly enough to prevent them from slight sagging.
During the analysis phase, Diglmage searches the image for particles. Each particle is
compared to every particlc in the previous image, and only those particles that seem to
match, are considered for furthcr tracking. During the experimental phase we found that at
least two balls are needed before any matches can be found. We fixed this problem by
placing a non-moving ball on top of a small cylinder, positioned right above the top of the
15drum. Furthermore it appeared that the moving ball could only be tracked for exactly one
time step. This was long enough for the system to save the corresponding coordinates, but
not long enough to allow us to use any more of the available tracking utilities.
Eventually we were able to generate from every series of experiments a set of four files of
which the first serves as an index to the second, and the second contains the ball
coordinates (usually of both balls). The record structure of the first file is thus that the
record numbers correspond to the total elapsed time, and that the two next numbers aze the
corresponding record numbers in the second file. The second file is a direct access binary
file containing two-byte, unsigned integer values, representing rescaled ball coordinates. We
used SAS software to read these two files and to combine them, thus to render a time series
of ball coordinates.
Two-byte, unsigned integer values range from 0 to 65535, whereas video screen coordinates
- which are measured in rectangular pixels - range from 0 to 511 (horizontally and
vertically). Diglmage rescales the pixels coordinates to a user defined, rectangulaz tracking
window, and then rescales them again to user defined world coordinates (see Dalziel, 1992).
The coefticients of the first mapping function - which is a linear transformation - can be
found in the third tracking file. The cocfficients of the second transformation aze recorded
in the fourth file; tlley should represent the mapping function that was described in equation
set (4). However, since none of the offered alternatives matched, we chose not to use this
feature. But sometimes we accidentally did use it - in which case we used a reflection of
coordinates - so we had to check the last tracking file as well.
Note that due to the restricted lease contract, we were not allowed to analyze more that four
tapes. On these four tapes we recorded 350 experiments, which is approximately one third
of the total number. The rest of the experiments still remains available on tape, but from
these experiments only some very basic information has been subtracted.
166 Calibrations
6.1 Estimation of the image transformation
The twelve unknown cocfficicnts of thc non-linear mapping function in equation set (4) can
be estimated with the data from the two layouts in Figs. 2a and 2b. However, because of
some small changes in illumination, and because of the sagging reference lights, we expect
the results for the two layouts to be slightly different. To eliminate possible stazt-up effects,
we use the second layout for the actual estimation, and the first layout to check the results.
Although we do not impose any constraints on the parameters {b;~, (i,j) ~(3,3)}, we do
want to check the estimations with the original formulae in equation (3), in order to get
some idea of the errors we make. This requires first of all an estimation of the aspect ratio:
the ratio of horizontal to vertical size of the pixels that compose the image. Since an
incorrect aspect ratio would deform an actual circle to an apparent ellipse, we use the
equation
lX~oJ } ~Y~oJ - 1 (5)
and a simple least squares procedurc, to tit an ellipse to the first round of the ball on every
one of the four tapes. Note that (xo,yo) is the midpoint of the (appazent) ellipse, and 11p is
the ellipticity. Although this method does not take into account the deformations due to
equation set (4), the resulting estimate of pl~. - 1.447 f 0.001 turns out to be accurate
enough to serve our purpose.
After multiplying the x-coordinate with 1.447, we proceed by simultaneously fitting the
equations in (4) to the data from layout number two. Since equation (3) implies that the
estimates of a„ and a22 should be close to one, we fix the value of b„ to -1802.5764, thus
causing the corresponding estimates of b„ and b2z to be as close to 1 as possible. The
results of the estimation procedure are presented in Table 1(where distances aze expressed
in millimeters and angles in radians). The estimated 95oro confidence intervals in this table
indicate a relativcly largc inaccuracy, but thc residual plots in Figs. 4 and 5- where the
z ~
17Table 1: estimated coefficients.
Parameter Estimate Asymptotic Asymptotic 95 t
Std. Error Confidence Interval
Lower Upper
XO 105.592291 60.76114623 -14.3575723 225.5421549
YO -305.620485 76.97893737 -457.5862328 -153.6547368
ZO 3768.291936 629.22828644 2546.1190702 5030.4648010
B11 1.003212 0.16828105 0.6710048 1.3354191
B12 0.001356 0.00145866 -0.0015233 0.0042358
B13 -82.386070 28.37007459 -138.3920346 -26.3801063
B21 0.004365 0.00095288 0.0024834 0.0062456
B22 0.996788 0.16819614 0.6647481 1.3288272
B23 145.603185 27.64348536 91.2315957 200.3747737
B31 -0.046473 0.00576468 -0.0578527 -0.0350923
B32 0.068860 0.00576032 0.0774881 0.1002312
Figure 4. Estimated reaidual distances (second layout).
position of the ball is expressed in polar coordinates (R,cp) in the xy-plane - show that the
errors are not systematic, except maybe for the innermost region of the drum, near
compartments 1 Ill2 and 15I16. In the first region we seem to overestimate the distance R,
in the second we seem to underestimate the angle cp.
18Figure 5. Estimated residual angles (second layout).
Table 1 also indicates that the camera and illumination setup were far from ideal. From the
estimated va]ues of Xo and Yo we find that the camera may have been positioned at more
than 30 centimeters distance from tlie main axis of the drum. We also find - from the
estimated b3z, b31 and b,, - that the camera was probably rotated around the x-, the y- and
the z-axis over the respective angles 0.09, -0.05, and 0.004 radians.
Application of the estimated transformation to layout number one, results in the somewhat
surprisingly shaped graph in hig. G. Thc rough sine shape is caused by two effects: one is
the sagging of the four rcference lights (which is in fact a warming-up effect), the other is
a warming-up effect of the computer hardware: since we knew the lights sagged, we
redefined our four reference points at the beginning of each computer run, thus
superimposing an extra shift on the data. We can try to eliminate both effects by shifting
the data back into the proper direction, but since the recorded orbits are also afflicted with
this defect, and because the orbits contain much more data than the layouts, we apply the
shift directly to the orbits themselves.
19Figure 6. Estimated residual distances
6.2 Shifting the image
(first
The mapping function in equation set (4) can be rewritten as







Given matrix {b;~} and vector (Xo,Yo,Zo)', we have at our disposal a mapping function from
(x,y,z) to (X,Y,Z), provided that we also know Z. For the centre of the ball, this third
coordinate equals
Z- Xz}Yz tan~ t a
cosa '
(7)
since the ball is constrained to move on the surface of the drum; the angle of inclination
20of this surface is denoted with a, and the radius of the ball with a. The second factor in (7)
can be eliminated by adding the same factor to "Lo, as we in fact already did to obtain the
results in Table 1. For constant a we use the value atan( l l12), see Section 7.1. Substitution
of (7) into (6) yields a system of two quadratic equations in the two unknowns X and Y.
This system can be solved by requiring that the value of Z must always be greater than
zero.
This leaves the problem of estimating the shift caused by the two warming-up effects. For
every orbit, we estimate this effect by using the first round of the ball along the rim. We
know that this round is a perfect circle with a radius of 470 mm (see Section 7.1), so we
estimate the shift (xS,ys) by using the equation
,X t~ 470 -Z ) b~~ (x-x9) tb1z (y-y9) tb13 z
i~ 0 12 o b31 x-xs }b3z Y-Y9 t 33
z
o ( 470 -Zo) bz~ ( x-xs) }bzz (Y-Y3) }bz3
12 b31 x-xs }b3z Y-Ys }b33
(6)
and minimizing the sum of squarcd errors. We then subtract from the resulting estimates
the corresponding values we find when we use the first eightteen data points of the second
layout (these eightteen points are also positioned along the rim). The residual distances from
this procedure appear to show the same error structure as in Fig. 4; Fig. 7 shows the
corresponding structures for both the second layout, and an arbitrary orbit (T15B02, see
Section 7). Note that the horizontal axis respresents the estimated angle cp', not the actual
angle cp.
The encouraging results invite us to also try to shift the images of the first layout, thus
allowing for a visual comparison of layouts number one and two. This is a somewhat
precarious endeavor though, since we have only twenty-four data points at our disposal,
some of which have not exactly been positioned along the rim. Figure 8 shows the results.
By comparing Figs. 4 and 8, we tind that the residual distances roughly have the same
structure, except for the outermost region of the drum near compartments 03I04. This
deviation can be caused by illumination effects, but it can also be produced by our
21Figure 7. Estimated residual distances along the rim.
Figure 8. Estimated residual distances (shifted first layout).
measurement method.
22~~~oY"'~'„
Figure 9a. Estimated x-shifts.
w.N
Figure 9b. Estimated y-shifta.
One last remark on the estimated sllifts. In Figs. 9a and 9b we plotted the estimated x- and
23y-shift (in pixels) against the experiment number. The vertical lines in the graph indicate
a change of tapes. Besides thc two warming-up effects, two other effects are revealed here:
a tape effect (when crossing the vertical lines), and an effect caused by the tracking
software, appearing as an extra shift over exactly one or two positions.
6.3 Correcting the time code
The last complication we encountered when composing the time series was brought on by
the unexpectedly large time code errors. As stated before in Section 5, the tracking program
produces a file containing an indicator of the total elapsed time. Since the quality of our
tapes was only just average, the timing of the system appeared to be quite messy. The
errors were eventually coped with in two steps.
First, we checked every fifteenth record number, since at these numbers the system paused
to rewind and replay the tape. We then used a rough estimator to predict the next ball
position, and used the difference between the predicted and the actual position to correct
the time code. This algorithm performed reasonable well, but we still had to use a second
step, during which we plotted the approximate angular velocity ~cplOt against the total
covered angle cp, and watched for conspicuous anomalies. The remaining errors were
corrected manually.
During this process we found that the time code errors ranged from -0.16 to f0.08 seconds,
depending on the tape number. Furthermore, tape number 12 appeazed to contain four
exeriments that were too messy to correct. There also appeared to be one such experiment
on tape number 15. See Section 7.3.
6.4 The final transformation program
Attachment B contains a listing of the SAS program we used to transform the raw data into
the required time series. First of all, this program reads the user supplied filenames, and
then it reads the corresponding four data files. It then merges the files, and removes the
positions of the non-moving balL After this - while counting the number of subsequent
experiments - it tries to correct the time codes as good as possible. Next, it splits off the
different experiments, and for every experiment it uses the first round to estimate the shift.
24It finally applies thc estimated shift, produces two graphs for every orbit, and writes a
simple ASCII file. See also SAS Institute (1987), and De Vos et al. (1990).
257 Experimental results
7.1 Physical dimensions
We experimented with five different Golden Ten balls. The measurements of these balls are
summed up in Table 2a. The estimated mean values of the radius and the weight of the ball
are found to be 17.45 mm, and 38.3 gr. The corresponding 950~o confidence intervals are
(17.43 mm, 17.47 mm) and (37.9 gr, 38.7 gr).
Table 2b sums up the measurements for the dimensions of the drum. Note that the
observation ring and the limit ring are two special grooves on the surface (their position is
used to determine when the players can start or have to stop the betting). The diameters
have all been measured in the xy-plane (see Fig. la). Furthermore note that the estimated
angle of inclination of the drum surface is very close to atan(1112). Since the drum was ma-
nufactured on a lathe, we can assume that this lathe was adjusted to a ratio of exactly 1~12.
Table 2a: physical dimensions of the five balle.
dimension estimated values accuracy unit
diameter 34.895, 34.895, 34.925, 34.875, 34.905 0.005 millimeters
mass 38.2, 38.2, 38.5, 38.1, 38.4 0.2 grams
Table 2b: physical dimensions of the drum.
dimension estimated value accuracy unit
outer diameter 974.0 0.5 millimeters
observation ring 760.0 0.5 millimeters
limit ring 518.0 0.5 millimeters
inner diameter 410.0 0.5 millimeters
angle of inclination 0.0831 0.0003 radians
277.2 Environmental conditions
As was stated before in Section 2, we have tried to collect as much environmental
information as possible. In Attachment C we summarized the concerning data in a table of
1042 experiments, grouped together by the tape they were recorded on. The experiments
were coded from TO 1 BO1 to T15B77: the first number - ranging from O1 to 15 - indicates
the tape (T for Tape), and the second number - roughly ranging from O1 to 70 - identifies
the experiment (B for Ball).
The second and third column of the table respectively report the outcome of the experiment,
and the air temperature (in degrees Celsius). The fourth column represents some
- unfortunately unavoidable - changes in the setup, the fifth column indicates the quality
of the launch, and the last column reports possible reeording errors. The rest of the columns
indicate observed (mostly audible) irregularities.
The first irregularity column indicates an eventual collision with a compartment lamella;
furthermore there is a column for the code of the irregulazity, two for the roughly estimated
position (in polar coordinates) of a removed speck of dust, four columns for two audible
local irregularities, five columns for irregular rounds, and finally one column for an entire
irregulaz band. The codes for these changes, errors and irregularities aze explained in
Table 3.
At the end of experiment TO 1 B 17, we discovered that the compartment ring was slightly
thrusting out above the drum surface, so we readjusted the position of the ring at the
beginning of TO1 B 18 (as can be seen in Attachment C). This implies that the first seventeen
experiments aze largely unusable.
28Table 3: codes for environmental changes.
code launch setup lamella irregulazity recording error
1 firm surface cleaned along stain on drum booth not
closed
2 limp ball changed against drill in lab speck on rim
3 with compartment across speck on ball fluctuating
side ring adjusted camera
4 ideal reference light - speck on drum light ríng
adjusted pushed
5 - iris adjusted - skid along rim power fault
6 - camera switched - odd orbit wrong
off, on numbered note
7 - tape recorder - - -
adjusted
7.3 Times series
Out of the above-mentioned 1042 experiments we have eventually extracted 350 time series
of ball coordinates. The coordinates are expressed in polar coordinates, with the sign of the
total covered angle consequently flipped over, since the ball was rolling in the opposite
direction (i.e. clockwise). From every time series we produced two graphs: both the distance
R and the approximate angular velocity Ocpl~t are plotted against the total covered angle
cp. In Attachment D we displayed the two graphs for the first available experiment
(T10B03). Since adding the rest of the graphs would extend Attachment D with an extra
698 pages, we decided to move these graphs to two supplementary reports. These two
additional reports can be obtained from the author of the main report.
As can be seen in Figs. 4 and 5, we know that the errors in the distance R approximately
range to f 2 mm, and those in the angle cp roughly to f 0.01 rad. Furthermore we can
29deduce from the first graphs of experiments T11B65 and T12B24, that the corresponding
orbits have not been processed to their full extent. From the second graphs of T12B12,
T12B22, T12B25, T12B55, and T15B40, we also leam that the time codes for these orbits
are very unreliable (although the errors do not seem to be systematic).
7.4 Data storage
The data concerning the environmental conditions are electronically stored as a SAS data
set, named ENVIRONM.SSD. The structure of this file is given in Table 4.
All the above-mentioncd 350 orbits are accessible through Diglmage files, as well as
through 350 corresponding ASCII files. The names of the ASCII files exactly match the
names of the experiments; the extensions all equal "DAT". As an example, we included in
Attachment E a listing of the first and the last part of T10B03.DAT. The general structure
of the files is described in Table 5. Note that the columns are sepazated by a single space.
Table 4: SAS data set atructure.
Data Set Name: MYDIR.ENVZRONM Type:
Observations: 1042 Record Len: 130
Variables: 20
Label:
-----Alphabetic List of Variables and Attributes-----
q Variable Type Len Pos Format Label
19 BAND Num 8 121 3.
1 ID Char 6 4
7 IRREG Char 1 32
6 LAMELLA Char 1 31
5 LAUNCH Char 1 30
2 OUTCOME Num 8 10 2.
11 PHI1 Num 8 57 4.2
13 PHI2 Num 8 73 4.2
9 PHISPECK Num 8 41 4.2
20 RECERROR Char 1 129
10 RHO1 Num 8 49 3.
12 RH02 Num 8 65 3.
S RHOSPECK Num 8 33 3.
14 ROUNDI Num 8 81 3.
15 ROUND2 Num 8 89 3.
16 ROUND3 Num 8 97 3.
17 ROUND4 Num 8 105 3.
18 ROUNDS Num 8 113 3.
4 SETUP Char 4 26
3 TEMP Num 8 18 4.1
30Table 5: ASCII file structure.
column variable positions decimals
1 t 8 2
2 2 8 3
3 cp 8 3
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33A Tracking parameters
Base output file name: t10b03
Experiment title: Tape 10, Ball 3
Total tracking time: 1830.000000
Spacing between acquired images: 2
Experimental time at start of tracking: .000000
Top of tracking window: 18
Bottom of tracking window: 496
Left of tracking window: 113
Right of tracking window: 441
Lower particle size limit: -100
Upper particle size limit: 300
Minimum horizontal extent: 11
Minimum vertical size: 16
Lower particle location threshold: 96
Upper particle location threshold: 128
Minimum ellipticity: 1.000000
Maximum ellipticity: 1.000000
Maximum centroid mismatch: 1.000000
Lost cost: 60.000000
Pricing policy: 1
Previous velocity weighting: .500000
Premium for small particles: 1.000000
Premium for large particles: 1.000000
Premium for elliptical particles: 1.000000
Premium for faint particles: 1.000000
Expected x velocity for new parts.: .000000
Expected y velocity for new parts.: .000000
Max velocity error for new parts.: 1000.000000
Ratio of y to x velocity error for new p: 1.000000
Max rms error in reference map: -2.000000
Centroid type: A
Particle polarity: G
Rewind in background: F
Type of background removal: N
Time for background: 10.000000
Type of ALU operation for removal: 15
Result table for background removal: 0
Type of background recording: N
Display paths~cost etc.: M
Display paths plot type: L
Buffer containing particle paths: 0
Paths intensity change: 6
Type of filter: O
35B Transformation program
~. ,~t~......t.xt.......~......t~..t..,,..~~~~.~..tt..,.t..,~ t~
~~ THIS IS THE SAS PROGRAMME E:`MYSAS`G10`DIGTODAT.SAS. t~
~t IT READS DIGIMAGE FILES, CORRECTS THE TIME CODE, f~
~t SHIFTS THE IMAGE, SPLITS OFF AND TRANSFORMS TRAJECTORIES, ~~
~~ WRZTES THE TRAJECTORIES TO ASCII FILES, AND PLOTS THEM. t~
~r ,~vrk~rt.~.~.,~,~rr.a,~rtt.r..rratr~.rtttrrr~r~wwata,t~.r~r,tfrrttr~tttrr w~
~ DETERMINE THE FILE NAMES
DM 'LOG; CLEAR; OUTPUT; CLEAR; PGM';
áWINDOW INFO COLOR-RED ZROW-8 ICOLUMN-1 ROWS-7 COLUMNS-78
~kl ~1 'DigImage name ' INNAME 40 COLOR-YELLOW REQUIRED-YES
~60 '(Without extension)'
~t3 ~1 'Exp. nr. correct?: ' YN 1 COLOR-YELLOW REQUIRED-YES
~60 '(Y~N)'







gWINDOW EXPNR COLOR-RED IROW-12 ICOLUMN-1 ROWS-3 COLUMNS-78
~kl ~1 "Exp. number: TkTAPE.B" NR 2 COLOR-WHITE REQUIRED-YES;
~MACRO NAMES;









t READ IND FZLE ,
DATA INDEX;
INFILE "kINNAME..IND" FIRSTOB5-2 END-LAST;
RETAIN T 0;
IF N NE 1 THEN T-TtkSTEP;
INPUT SAMPLE ~ START END RMS N BUFFER;
RECORD-START; OUTPUT;
IF START NE END THEN DO; RECORD-END; OUTPUT; END;
IF LAST THEN CALL SYMPUT('NUMBER',MAX(START,END));




























~ READ PRT FILE ,
DATA POSITION;
INFILE "~INNAME..PRT" RECFM-N;
DO RECORD-1 TO kNUMBER;
DO I-1 TO 3;
INPUT BYTE PIB2.;
ZF I-2 THEN XDIG-1.447~(BYTEtkXRANGE~65535tkLEFT-255.5);





KEEP RECORD XDIG YDIG;
RUN;


















IF LF~-3 AND F~0 THEN LF-LFtkTWOPI; );
gMACRO TIME;













F 8- LAG3(F); );











38F 6-( Ft LF)~2;
F 7-( Ff3'LF)~4;










F 4- (4~F- LF)~3;
F 5- (7~F- LF)~6;
F 6- F;
F 7- (5~Ft LF)~6;
F 8- (2~Ft LF)~3; );
áMEND TIME;
~TIME;
~ AND COUNT THE NUMBER OF TRAJECTORIES ,
DATA BALL;
SET BALL END-LAST;
ARRAY FF F4 F3 F2 F1 FO F 1-F B;
RETAIN M 1 IMAGE FLAGBUF DT 0 F R0;
ZMAGE-IMAGEtl;
FDIG-ATAN((YDIG-1.72)~(XDIG-30.85));
IF XDIG LE 30.85 THEN FDIG-FDIG-6PI;
RDIG-SQRT((XDIG-30.85)~~2t(YDZG-1.72)t~2);
kLAGS;
IF BUFFER LT LAG(BUFFER) AND IMAGE GT 4 THEN DO;
DIST-kPI-ABS(MOD(ABS(FDIG-FO),kTWOPI)-kPI);
IF kPI-ABS(MOD(ABS(FDIG- F1),kTWOPZ)-kPI) LT DZST OR











IF FLAGBUF-1 AND IMAGE GT 5 THEN DO;
MIN-kPI;
DO I-1 TO 13;
DIST-kPI-ABS(MOD(ABS(FDIG-FF{I}),kTWOPI)-kPZ);
















IF LAST THEN CALL SYMPUT('FILES',M);
IF FLAGCOR NE 1 AND IMAGE GT 3 THEN OUTPUT;
KEEP T XDZG YDZG TYPE ;
RUN; - -
39PROC SORT DATA-BALL NODUPKEY;
BY T;
RUN;
t ADJUST DEFAULT SYSTEM OPTIONS ,
OPTIONS NONUMBER PS-63 LS-78;
GOPTIONS DEVZCE-HPLJS2;
AXIS2 ORDER-(100 TO 500 BY 100) LABEL-('R');
AXI53 ORDER-(1 TO 2 BY 0.1) LABEL-(F-CGREEK 'Df~D' F-SIMPLEX 't');
SYMBOLI V-NONE I-JOIN;
i SPLIT OFF TRAJECTORIES ,
éLET FIRST-1;
áMACRO WRITE;
~kDO I-1 gT0 kFILES;
t FIND THE SHIFT ,
gLET N01-kFIRST;
DATA CIRCLE;





IF X1~0 THEN PHI-PHI-kPI;
IF (PHI-LAG(PHI)~ 3) THEN N-Nt1;
IF (PHI-LAG(PHI)c-3) AND ( N NE 1) THEN N-N-1;
IF N-1 THEN OUTPUT; - -
RHO-SQRT(X1tXltYltYl);
IF RHO-LAG(RHO)~250 OR LAST THEN DO;
CALL SYMPUT('FIRST', N t6FIRST-1);
~IF kFIRST~l ~THEN tDO;







































DM 'OUTPUT; CLEAR; PGM';




SET B(KEEP- TYPE XS YS);
FILE "kSHFTNAME..PAR" MOD;
IF TYPE -'FINAL' THEN DO;




~ CREATE DAT FILE




(KEEP-T XDIG YDIG TYPE FIRSTOBS-S~N01 OB5-kN02)
B END-LAST; - -
BY TYPE ;
FILE "kOUTNAME..DAT";
RETAIN N TO 0;
































IF PX~O THEN PPHI-PPHI-kPZ;
IF (PPHI-LAG(PPHI)~ 3) THEN N-Nt1;
ELSE IF (PPHI-LAG(PPHI)~-3) AND ( N NE 1) THEN N-N-1;
PHI TOT--PPHItN~kTWOPI; - -
PUT T 8.2 tl PRHO 8.3 tl PHI TOT 8.3;
IF PHI TOT GE 0 THEN OUTPUT;-
IF LAST THEN CALL SYMPUT ('PHIMAX',lO~FLOOR(PHI TOT~lOtl));
PHZ DOT-(PHI TOT-LAG(PHI TOT))~(T-LAG(T)); -
KEEP T PRHO PHI TOT PHI DOT;
RUN; - -
t PLOT THE TRAJECTORY
AXISl ORDER-(0 TO kPHIMAX BY 10) LABEL-('Phi');
41PROC GPLOT DATA-BALLkI;


















~ SOUND THE SIREN ,
DATA NULL ;




~t END OF PROGRAMME "~
42C Environmental data
43-------------------------------------------------------------- TAPE-01 ----------------------------- --------------------'-----------
ID OUTCOME TEMP SETUP LAUNCH LAMELLA IRREG RHOSPECK PHISPECK RHO1 PHI1 RH02 PHI2 ROUNDI ROUND2 ROUND3 ROUND4 ROUNDS BAND RECERROR
TO1B01 24 27.0 1, 2
TO1B02 16 27.4 338 5.76




TOlB07 17 29.1 470
TO1B08 18 29.4 3 258





TO1B14 8 29.2 271
TO1B15 24 30.4
TO1B16 17 29.5 258
TO1B17 14 29.8 232
TO1B18 10 26.0 1, 3
TO1B19 14 28.8
TO1B20 22 29.2 470 258
TO1B21 26 29.4 232
TO1B22 15 30.1 3

















TO1B40 3 29.1 238






44------------'----"-------- --------------'----------------- TAPE-01 ---------------- ------- - -------------------- -- -'----------




TO1B49 1 30.8 271
TO1B50 20 31.0
TO1B51 23 30.6 ~





TO1B57 10 31.5 338
TO1B58 19 31.8
TO1B59 25 30.8
TO1B60 11 31.9 236
T01B61 1 31.7











TO1B73 20 31.9 3
TOlH74 3 31.4
TO1B75 17 31.6 6 470 1.05 292 3.93







45--------------------------------- - --------------------------- TAPE-02 --------------------------------------------------------------
ID OUTCOME TEMP SETUP LAUNCH LAMELLA IRREG RHOSPECK PHISPECK RHO1 PHI1 RH02 PHI2 ROUNDI ROUND2 ROUND3 ROUND4 ROUNDS SAND RECERROR
T02B01 4 27.2 1, 3 205
T02B02 24 30.1 338 1.57 404
T02B03 11 31.0 338 3.14
T02B04 18 31.6
T02B05 3 31.4 2 238
T02B06 20 32.1 4 338 1.05 238
T02B07 12 31.6
T02B08 20 32.2 383 1.57











T02B20 16 32.0 2
T02B21 12 31.6 2
T02B22 23 32.4
T02B23 10 32.2 2
T02B24 22 32.5
T02B25 21 31.7
T02B26 9 27.6 238
T02B27 16 31.4 3 470
T02B28 21 31.5 3
T02B29 16 31.2
T02B30 2 31.7
T02B31 22 31.8 238
T02B32 12 32.4















46----------------------------- - ------------- TAPE-02 -------------- --- -------------------------------------------------------------











ID OUTCOME TEMP SETUP LAUNCH LAMELLA IRREG RHOSPECK PHISPECK RHO1 PHI1 RH02 PHI2 ROUNDI ROUND2 ROLJND3 ROU.~TD4 ROUNDS BA."7D RECERROR
T03B01 13 27.7
T03B02 18 29.0
T03B03 23 29.0 2i:
T03B04 10 28.8 3 271
T03B05 3 29.2
T03B05 22 29.8
TD3BC7 10 29.5 271
T03B08 10 30.6 3





T03B14 3 30.4 470 3.14 232
T03B15 20 30.1
T03B16 24 29.9
T03B17 23 30.5 271

















T03B35 5 26.4 258 1.57
T03B36 1 29.9
T03B37 18 31.1
T03B38 8 31.0 258







48-------------------------------------------- ------------------ APE-03 ------ --------------------------------------------------------
ID OUTCOME TEMP SETUP LAUNCH LAMELLA IRREG RHOSPECK PHISPECK RHO1 PHI1 RH02 PHI2 ROUNDI ROUND2 ROUND3 ROUND4 ROiJNUS BAND RECERROR


























49----'--------------------------------------------------------- TAPE-04 ------ -------------------------------------- - ----------------
ID OiTTCOME TEMP SETUP LAUNCH LAMELLA IRREG RHOSPECK PHISPECK RHO1 PHI1 RH02 PHI2 ROUNDI ROUND2 ROUND3 ROLJND4 ROUNDS BAD7D RECERROR





















T04B22 15 33.2 3 470 258
T04B23 25 32.9 258 205





T04B29 18 33.6 3 271 5.24
T04B30 2 33.1
T04B31 15 34.6 238 5.24
T04B32 24 34.0
T04B33 14 33.5
T04B34 19 32.9 232 5.06
T04B35 17 32.3
T04836 8 30.9













5~------'-- - -'-'-----'---------------- - --------- " -------- " -- TAPE-04 ------------- - '----------- - '---'-------------'---------'----
ID OUTCOME TEMP SETUP LAUNCH LAMELLA IRREG RHOSPECK PHISPECK RHO1 PHI1 RH02 PHI2 ROUNDI ROUND2 ROiJND3 ROUND4 ROUNDS BAND RECERROR
T04B46 17 33.6
T04B47 22 33.2
T04B48 25 32.8 -
T04B49 14 34.0 205
T04B50 26 33.9
T04B51 21 33.4 5
T04B52 13 33.4 258
T04B53 20 34.0 258





T04B59 11 34.6 5
T04B60 12 34.1
T04B61 9 33.5 4 205






T04B68 16 34.6 3
T04B69 5 33.6




ID OUTCOME TEMP SETUP LAUNCH LAMELiA IRREG RHOSPECK PHISPECK RHO1 PHZ1 RH02 PH22 ROUNDI ROUND2 ROUND3 ROUND4 ROUNDS BAND RECERROR



















TOSB20 14 31.7 3
TOSB21 22 31.8
TOSB22 18 30.4 338 292
TOSB23 6 31.4
TOSB24 7 31.0
TOSB25 18 32.8 3
TOSB26 20 30.7 3


















TOSB45 22 33.0 338 292 238 232
238
258
52--------'-------------'----------------------- - --- - - - - ---- TAPE-05 '--- - ---'-- '--'---------- -------------------------- - -" ----










TOSBSS 23 33.6 2
TOSB56 12 33.6












53- - --'--------------- - ------------------ - TAPE-06 -----------'------- ---------------------------- - ---- - ------------------ -------
ID OUTCOME TEMP SETUP LAUNCH LAMELLA IRREG RHOSPECK PHISPECK RHO1 PHI1 RH02 PHI2 ROUNDI ROUND2 ROUND3 ROUND4 ROUNUS BAND RECERROR
T06B01 4 28.2
T06B02 26 32.0 3
T06B03 13 33.1
T06B04 15 33.5





T06B10 12 33.6 3 271 2.36
T06B11 23 33.7
T06B12 18 33.7
T06B13 3 32.7 258 2.36
T06B14 15 34.3
T06B15 14 34.1 2
T06B16 12 34.2
T06B17 15 33.6
T06B18 22 33.9 3 238 1.75
T06B19 25 34.2




T06B24 7 33.4 3
T06H25 15 34.3
T06B26 26 34.2 238 1.48
T06B27 10 35.0
T06B28 6 35.1 5 205 0.00
T06B29 14 34.4 205 0.00
T06B30 22 33.6 1
T06B31 11 34.2
T06B32 20 35.2
T06B33 18 34.2 232 1.05
T06B34 13 34.5 205 5.76
T06B35 18 32.2 1, 4
T06B36 21 34.2
T06B37 11 34.3





T06B43 1 34.9 2
T06B44 14 34.8 3 311 4.71
T06B45 12 34.8
258





























55----------------- - ------------------------------------------- TAPE-07 --------------------------------------------------------------
ZD OUTCOME TEMP SETUP LAUNCH LAMELLA IRREG RHOSPECK PHZSPECK RHO1 PHZ1 RH02 PHI2 ROUNDI ROUND2 ROUND3 ROUND4 ROUNDS BAND .~~-'.CE2.ROR
T07BD1 4 25.9

























T07B27 10 33.0 1
T07B28 21 32.8





















56-----------------------'------------'-- TAPE-07 ------------------- ------------- ---------------------'-------'--------- -------




























57------------------ ------------------------------------- ----- TAPE-08 ---------------------------------- - --------------------------
ZD OUTCCM.L :?MP SETUP LAUNCH LN7ELLA IRREG RHOSPECK PHISPECK RHO1 PHI1 RH02 PHI2 ROi1ND1 ROUND2 ROUND3 ROUND4 ROU51D5 BAND RECERROR
T08B01 24 32.0
TOBB02 3 33.5 292
TDBBC3 2 33.9
T08B04 9 33.9














T08B19 25 34.2 33B
T08B20 14 34.5













T08B34 15 33.9 6 271
TOBB35 20 31.7 5
TOBB36 15 33.6
T08B37 17 34.3
T08B38 1 33.1 4






T08B45 12 34.9 6
~8------------------ - -- -- - ------------- ---------------------- - --------------------------------------------------------------










T08B55 20 33.7 6
TOBB56 15 35.0 ,
T08B57 23 35.4 3














59---------------------------------------------------- - -------- TAPE-09 --------------------------------------------------------------
ID OUïCOME TEMP SETUP LAUNCH LAMELLA IRREG RHOSPECK PHISPECK RHO1 PHI1 RH02 PHI2 ROUNDI ROUND2 ROUND3 ROUNU4 ROLJNDS BAND RECERROR
T09B01 2- 27.4 6
T09B02 ' 29.4 2
T09B03 - 30.8 271
T09B04 - 31.7

























T09B30 25 34.2 258
T09B31 11 34.3
T09B32 17 33.2 3
T09B33 23 34.1 4 338 2.36
T09B34 17 27.6 6
T09B35 21 31.7 1
T09B36 '~4 32.6
T09B37 6 32.8
T09B38 7 33.5 2
T09B39 18 32.7 3
T09840 2C 33.0
T09B41 14 33.0 271













T09B54 17 34.0 3













61----------- TAPE-10 -----------'- --'-------'------------------ ------- ---------------- - ---------------------------'--------------'-
ID OUTCOME TEMP SETUP LAUNCH LAMELLA IRREG RHOSPECK PHZSPECK RHO1 PHI1 RH02 PHI2 ROUNDI ROUND2 ROUND3 ROUND4 ROUNDS BAND RECERROR
T10B01 7 31.0 1
T10B02 18 32.8 3
T10603 17 33.0 338
T10B04 24 32.9 2
T10B05 17 33.4 1 292
T10B06 2 33.5
T10B07 23 33.1 2












































62------------------------------~----- - ------------------------ TAPE-10 ----------- -------- ------------------------------------------





T10B50 10 33.4 3
T10B51 9 33.8
T10B52 18 33.8
T10B53 19 33.0 2
T10B54 7 32.5







T10B52 4 33.6 3
T10B53 2 33.4
T10B64 11 33.6
T10B55 5 33.6 3
T10B56 19 33.8
T10B67 10 33.5 3
T10B68 7 34.0
T10B69 10 34.2
T10B70 18 33.5 238
T10B71 18 33.0 5
T10B72 26 32.9
T10B73 19 33.8 470 205
T10B74 2 33.6
3
63-- --------'-'------------------------ ---------------- TAPE-11 -----
ID OUTCOME TEMP SETUP LAUNCH LF~1ELLA IRREG RHOSPECK PHiSPECK RHO1 PHI1 RH02 PHI2 ROUNDI ROUND2 ROUND3 ROUND4 ROUNDS BAND RECERROR
T11B01 16 24.3




T11B06 20 30.7 292
T11B07 6 30.2
T11B08 11 31.0










T11B19 14 31.2 2 238













T11B33 26 26.2 3
T11834 13 30.0
T11B35 26 31.2






























































































66-------- - ------'---------------'--'---- TAPE-12 -----'--- ----------- --------------------------------------------------------------








T12B53 1 34.2 338
T12B54 22 34.1 1 292 271







T12B52 17 ~3.? 470
T12B53 13 33.5 3
T12B64 24 34.9 2 ~
T12B65 17 33.9
T12B66 23 33.n 338
T12B57 2G "s4.: 258
T12B68 7 33.9
T12B69 16 34.2 1
T12B70 23 33.3 2
T12B71 17 33.5
67----------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------' TAPE-13













T13B13 15 32.0 1
T13B14 15 31.6
T13B15 9 31.4
T13B16 12 31.9 271






























68--------'--------------'---------- - -----'------ TAPE-13 -------------- ------------------ -------------------------------------------
ID OUTCOME TEMP SETUP LAUNCH LAMELLA IRREG RHOSPECK PHISPECK RHO1 PHI1 RH02 PHI2 ROUNDI ROUND2 ROUND3 ROUND4 ROUNDS BAND RECERROR





T13B51 14 33.2 4 338 3.93 470
T13B52 6 31.9
T13B53 :0 33.3 5 383
T13B54 15 33.5 3








T13B53 24 33.3 5
T13354 10 33.7 271
T13B65 5 33.3 1
T13B65 24 33.6
T13B57 4 33.4 271
T13B68 3 33.5 271
T13B69 i0 33.9 3
T13B70 18 33.7
T13B71 24 33.1 232
T13B72 :2 33.7 1
T13B73 7 33.9 404 292 271 238 205
69-------------------------------------------------------------- TAPE-14 --------------------------------------------------------------
ZD OUTCOME TEMP SETUP LAUNCH LAMELLA -RR~G RHOSPECK PHISPECK RHO1 PHI1 RH02 PHI2 ROUNDI ROt7ND2 ROUND3 ROUND4 ROL'D7D5 BAND RECERROR









T14B10 3 33.2 232 3
T19B11 12 33.6
T14B12 14 33.4 338
T14813 21 33.3
T14B14 20 33.2 271




T14B19 3 32.7 2
T14B20 4 33.2
T14B21 13 34.0 383
T14B22 16 33.8
T14B23 12 33.4






T14B30 18 33.2 2
T14B31 10 33.0
T14B32 20 34.1 3
T14B33 17 33.7
T14B34 20 33.6 5
T14B35 12 33.1 404
T14B36 24 33.5 1
T14B37 11 33.7
T14B38 26 33.0 4 417 5.93





T14B44 19 32.8 4 437 0.00
T14B45 8 32.1
ÍD---------- - ------------------'--------------- - ----- TAPE-14 --------- --------- ------------------------- --------------------------
ID OUTCOME TEMP SETUP LAUNCH LAMELLA IRREG RHOSPECK PHISPECK RHO1 PHI1 RH02 PHI2 ROUNDI ROL~~2 ROUND3 ROLRv~4 RCL~7D5 BAND RECERROR
T14B46 16 33.0
T14B47 2 33.5









T14B57 11 's3.6 1
T14B56 2 33.6
T14B59 16 32.8 2












71----------------- ------------ - - --------------------------- ------------------------------'----- - ------------------------ TAPE-15
ID OUTCOME TEMP SETUP LAUNCH LAMELLA IRREG RHOSPECK PHISPECK RHO1 PHI1 RH02 PHI2 ROUNDI ROUND2 ROUND3 ROiTND4 ROUNDS BAND RECERROR
T15B01 22 29.0 2 4 383 5.50 470
T15B02 22 29.5 3 970
T15B03 15 30.0 6 417 292
T15B04 8 29.3 5 383 292
T15B05 2 30.1









T15B15 23 31.4 383
T15B16 26 32.0
T15B17 17 33.3




T15B22 11 33.1 1
T15B23 17 32.4
T15B24 9 33.1 338 271
T15B25 26 32.9
T15B26 20 32.5 5




T15B31 3 32.5 2
T15B32 8 33.0
T15B33 14 33.1
T15H34 15 32.8 3 4 363 5.50
Ti5B35 9 32.3 2
T15B36 6 33.6 1
T15B37 13 33.1
Ti5B38 8 32.5 2
T15B39 21 33.8
T15B40 16 33.5
T15B41 10 31.0 3





~2- --'------------------- " ------------------'----------'---- " TAPE-15 ---------------- - ----------------------'- -------------------



























































































































136.48 194. 879 190.696
136.94 172.531 190.789
137.10 162.490 190. 800
137.18 162.490 190. 800
137.26 161.336 l 90.797
13 7.42 I 60.906 190.792
I 37.50 I G 1.439 I 90.800
I 37.66 I 61.G93 190.796
137.74 160.981 190.798
137.82 161.046 190.798
137.90 161.21 ~ I 90.796
137.98 I 60.934 190.797
138.06 161.228 l 90.798
13 8.14 16 l.386 190.799
13 8.22 161.075 190.797
13 8. 30 161.401 190.800
13 8. 3 8 161.106 190.797
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